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MNI U.S. CPI Preview: July 2021 
"Transitory" Test 

U.S. CPI growth likely slowed in July, with the Bloomberg survey median pointing to a 0.5% M/M gain following June's 0.9% 
increase. CPI is seen rising 5.3% Y/Y after rising 5.4% in June. Ex-food and energy median is +0.4% M/M vs +0.9% June, with 
Y/Y 4.3% vs 4.5% in June. 

• Probably most closely eyed in the release will be the 
sequential progression of core M/M CPI: the range of 
estimates runs from 0.2-0.6%, with avg 0.44% and 
standard deviation of 0.09%. 

• A common theme in analysts' expectations for the July 
reading is for energy prices keeping headline CPI 
elevated, whereas "transitory" components such as 
used car prices set to see waning core  upside 
pressures (though others such as airfares may 
continue to underpin).  

• On the flipside, there's a close focus on shelter prices - 
which is seen as the biggest upside risk to the overall 
"transitory" narrative into year-end and 2022. 

• Some are eyeing idiosyncratic categories that capture 
re-opening price pressures / labor passthrough: for 
example, restaurant prices. 

 
 

Sell-Side Views: 

 
Deutsche Bank: Looks for "0.6%mom on headline, and 0.5% on core (0.1ppt above consensus on both). In the details, look for 
continued outperformance new cars, used cars (even as wholesale prices measured by the Manheim index fell another 
2.6%mom in July), and lodging away, which have experienced surging demand amid soft supply." 
 
Morgan Stanley: Expect "headline CPI inflation increased by 0.46%M in July vs. 0.90%M in June, lowering the year-over-year 
from 5.4% to 5.3%." Ex food/energy: MS forecasts "core CPI inflation in July increased by 0.36%M compared to 0.88%M in 
June. This would lower the year-over-year rate from 4.5% to 4.3%." 
 
TD Securities: Forecast consensus 0.5%, core 0.4%. CPI "probably rose strongly again, but not nearly as strongly as in recent 
months." TD expects "slowing in coming months as airfares, lodging and new vehicle prices slow and used vehicle prices 
reverse some of their earlier surge; a reversal is already evident for wholesale prices, as the Manheim index was -2.6% m/m in 
July after -1.3% m/m in June." 
 
Citi: Citi economists say details for inflation metrics like CPI are becoming much more important as they forecast a "solid 0.39% 
increase in core CPI in July, with some further upside from transitory components such as airfares, but 
with strength in components like used car prices likely coming to an end." Citi sees transitory factors as being "played out". 

• "In July, we expect still some upside from components like airfares, but strong shelter prices, which also face sizable 
upside risks in our view, will be the much more important factor, signaling the persistence of stronger inflation into 
2022. " Headline CPI should rise a solid 0.51%MoM in July and retrace just slightly to 5.3% from 5.4%YoY. 

• Of the components of headline CPI, we are most interested in prices for restaurant services, which have increased 
notably in recent months. This has been the clearest example of previously-rising wages for restaurant workers being 
passed through to higher consumer prices.” 

 
RBC: RBC economists forecast "firm" but less robust CPI data tomorrow compared to June's "strong gains of 0.9% in both 
headline and core inflation, July CPI will seem a bit more modest as we expect gains of 0.6% and 0.5%, respectively," with key 
drivers still in place. 

• Firm energy prices will provide a slight boost on the headline vs. the more modest core forecast, but beneath the 
surface we still expect recent key drivers of inflation to be in play. RBC said "this is especially true for shelter prices 
where we have seen an acceleration in its contribution to core inflation over the last few months (it contributed 0.2ppts 
to the sequential increase in core last month)." 
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Recent Inflation Data 

 

 
 
 
 


